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1. Topic and Aims of the Dissertation  
 

Although the linguistic study of fruit names could make an important contribution to research on the 
Hungarian lexicon in several respects, a systemic processing of these vocabulary items has not been undertaken by 
researchers so far. Plant names have often been the focus of lexicological studies, but the names of fruit varieties 
belong to a lesser-explored group of the word stock. To our knowledge, with the exception of the names of grapes 
(JENŐ KISS: A magyar szőlészeti nevezéktan néhány kérdéséről, Nyr 115. 59–68) and exotic fruits (ÉVA VÖRÖS: 
Egzotikus gyümölcsök magyar neveinek történeti-etimológiai szótára, 1996), no systematic Hungarian 
comprehensive linguistic study has been written on this special word group apart from explanations of the history 
of words or etymologies. I have chosen the study of fruit species and fruit variety names as the topic of my 
dissertation, as I wish to contribute with my work to the exploration of this group of the word stock. 

A linguistic examination of fruit variety names can be classified among lexicological works, as such a 
study can, on the one hand, provide important information for research in cultural history and, on the other hand, 
the resulting corpus of words may also serve as a basis for studies conducted in different areas of linguistics 
(research in terminology, language history, etymology, onomastics and nomenclature, dialectology).  

Taking a large database and the dictionary of fruit variety names as my starting point, I have carried out a 
detailed description of the name group using a multi-aspect analysis of individual names based on these data. The 
dictionary which served as the basis of the analysis is presented in the Appendix to the present dissertation. In the 
course of data collection, I have reviewed a wide range of sources, mainly historical linguistic, dialectal and 
botanical sources. The entries in the dictionary include names the earliest data of which was first attested in a 
written source in the 12th century, while the latest at the beginning of the 19th century. I have not undertaken a 
detailed analysis of elements which entered the stock of names later than the above date, since, on the one hand, the 
process of name-giving underwent a radical change at the middle and in the second half of the 19th century 
(artificial naming became more prevalent) and, on the other hand, the number of names greatly increased at the 
same time (in fact in the case of the majority of these names, we cannot assume actual name use, or exclusively by 
a very limited circle of users). The entries present fruit variety names extending to aspects of their history, origin 
and their functional-semantic characteristics.  
The dissertation comprises the following chapters: in the chapter following the Introduction, I define the concept of 
fruit variety name, then I present the common noun and proper name characteristics of the word group based on a 
linguistic approach, taking, as my starting point, the literature on onomastics related to the concept of personal 
name. Chapter 3 presents precursors to my work in secondary literature, focusing on the research methods used in 
analyses of a similar character, which mainly discuss plant and animal names. Chapter 4 contains a multi-level, 
systematic description of fruit variety names, after presenting the applied analytic model in the introduction to the 
chapter. The concluding chapter of the dissertation presents the analysis of a special name group — that of fruit 
variety names containing the word érő —, which also functions as a complex application of the analytic model 
presented above 

2. Methods of Analysis  

2.1. One of the aims of my work, besides presenting and describing these vocabulary items, is related to the 
method selected for the purpose of the analysis of the corpus of names. The method of analysis I have used in 
describing the group of common nouns under consideration is a framework for classification developed by ISTVÁN 
HOFFMANN for the study of proper names, in particular that of place names (micronames) (Helynevek nyelvi 
elemzése, 1993/2007). In his work, HOFFMANN points out similarities between the methods of word formation, and 
thus of the methods of the examination of common nouns and proper names (op. cit. 2007: 42).  

By applying the typology of place names to the study of fruit variety names, I have been able to describe 
the examined names from several aspects in a uniform manner, with the help of a tested and proven model used by 
many scholars in the field, thereby enabling a comparison of my analysis to that of other word groups. Besides this, 
another aim was to prove that this model, after effecting minor modifications to it, is suitable for the description of 
different groups of common nouns in nomenclature besides its use in the case of other types of proper names. In the 
analysis of fruit variety names, taking the analytical description of place names as a basis is justified by the 
numerous advantages this model offers: uniformity, fundamentally theoretical approach, reliance on linguistic 
criteria, systemic view, multiple layers of the model, and the clear separation of the layers of analysis, which also 
eliminates any confusion of the categories of classification. 

Besides the above-mentioned analytical model, I also took into account the studies carried out on various 
groups of plant names, and I have created the individual categories relying on the characteristics present in the 
process of fruit naming. 

2.2. I have performed a descriptive structural analysis of the names on two levels: besides constructing a 
system of the factors serving as the basis of name giving, that is, of name constituent functions, I have also 
examined the lexical, morphological and grammatical tools used to express the functional-semantic categories of 



individual name constituents. Thus, I have also carried out the projection of the two levels on one another. The 
functional-semantic analysis more or less corresponds to the various motivational categorisations used in 
terminology, which classify names (mainly the ones created through natural name giving) according to the possible 
reasons for name giving and how the name reflects a certain characteristic of the referent. In nomenclature, and in 
the plant name studies I have reviewed, lexical-morphological studies are paralleled by analyses which examine the 
word stock of plant names: these studies present the lexemes constituting the terms according to their meaning, and 
usually divide them according to their lexical categories. 

In the course of a historical analysis, I have examined how and through which method of name formation 
new fruit names may be coined, as well as how name-giving customs and name models change with time and what 
changes the existing fruit names undergo.  
 
3. Results of the Analysis and Possibilities of Further Use 
 

In my dissertation I have presented all three levels of analysis, and I have attempted the projection of the 
levels on one another in order to obtain a clear picture of following: the typical name models used in the system of 
fruit variety names, the rules governing the formation of such names, the historical changes taking place in the 
given time frame (from the Middle Ages to the 19th century) as well as the changes affecting the structure of the 
names. 

3.1. First of all, it was necessary to introduce a few concepts indispensable for the analysis, the starting 
point of which was mostly the concepts used in place name analysis.  

Similarly to place names, pomological names can be divided into name constituents and name elements. I 
have defined n a m e  c o n s t i t u e n t s  not on the basis of the number of constituent lexemes but according to 
semantic units: e.g. the expression lánycsecsű alma ‘maidenbreast apple’ consists of two name constituents, and 
conveys two types of information about its referent: (1) ‘an apple (2) which has the shape or form of the breast of a 
maiden’. At the same time, the pomological term lánycsecsű ‘maidenbreast’ expresses only one function, the shape 
of the referent, thus it comprises only one name constituent but two lexemes. Name constituents may consist of one 
or more name elements. N a m e  e l e m e n t s  are the lexemes and affixes found in the name. For example, the 
first name constituent of lánycsecsű alma ‘maidenbreast apple’ consists of three elements (two roots and an affix: 
lány ‘maiden’ + csecs ‘informal/dialectal term for breast’ + -ű ‘adjectival suffix’), while its second name 
constituent contains only one element (a root morpheme: alma ‘apple’).  

I have created the concept of “p o m o l o g i c a l  c o m m o n  n o u n ”  on the analogy of geographical 
common nouns: as part of a place name, a geographical common noun indicates the type of the geographical place 
in question. Similarly, in a fruit variety name, it is this word whose role is to indicate the type of fruit (e.g. 
besztercei ‘of the town of Beszterce’/szilva ‘plum’, pónyik ‘of the settlement of Pónyik’/alma ‘apple’). 
“Pomological common nouns” may only be the constituting elements of names with several constituents, and they 
always occur as the last name constituent. Of course, we may also find names that do not specify the type of fruit, 
that is, they do not contain a “pomological common noun” constituent, e.g. apró muskotály ‘small muscat’, fekete 
tányér ‘black platter (a type of apple)’. I have created the concept of “f r u i t  n a m e ”  on the analogy of the 
concept of place names. By this term, I mean those independent linguistic elements which refer to a category under 
that of species, and which exist and are used independently (e.g. makaria ‘a type of pear’), but can also appear as a 
constituent in two-constituent names with a denominative function (e.g. öreg/makaria ‘old makaria’, makaria/körte 
‘makaria pear’). “Fruit names” may go back to antecedents with one (e.g. pergament ‘a type of pear’ > 
téli/pergament ‘winter pergament’) or two constituents (e.g. fontos/alma ‘a type of apple’ > öreg/fontosalma ‘old 
fontosalma’).  

3.2. Similarly to place names, typical fruit variety names have two constituents. Names with a single 
constituent are somewhat rarer, as has also been observed in the case of place names (however, data collections 
from living spoken language show that in oral language use these occur more frequently), while names with three 
constituents mostly occur in scientific terminology. Terms like e.g. udvarhelyi júliusban érő körte ‘pear ripening in 
July from Udvarhely’ (SzT. VII. 414) may contain three constituents which, besides denoting the fruit variety, also 
refer to its actual or assumed place of origin as well as its time of ripening. It is doubtful whether names with three 
constituents exist in natural name giving, however, real three- or four-constituent names can be shown to exist 
among artificial names and names of more recent coinage: téli fehér pogácsa ‘white winter pogácsa (a type of 
apple)’, királyi piros kurtacsumájú alma ‘regal red apple with a short core’, etc.  

3.3. I have divided the names into four groups based on their structure and on the lexical character of the 
last constituent of names bearing several constituents: 1) names with one constituent (bergamot); 2) names with 
two constituents whose last constituent is a “pomological common noun” (sózó/szilva ‘a plum variety’); 3) names 
with two constituents whose last constituent is a “fruit name” (nyári/jonatán ‘summer Jonathan’); 4. names with 
three constituents (sárga/apró/barack ‘small yellow apricot’). The proportion of the above based on the first 
attestations of the names is: 6% (1); 77% (2); 11% (3); 6% (4). The first attestations of names with one or two 



constituents, the last of which is a “pomological common noun”, derive from the 13th century, while the appearance 
of names with three constituents or having a “fruit name” as their last constituents may be dated to the 16th century. 
Among the reasons for the late appearance of such names, we may mention the relative complexity of the name 
structure, since the creation of the latter type of names, for example, requires a fruit variety name which can serve 
as antecedent.  

The most characteristic lexical-morphological category of the adjunct in names with several constituents is 
an adjective or a word functioning as an adjective (keserű/mandula ‘bitter almond’, álló/körte ‘standing pear’), 
followed in frequency by common noun initial constituents (császár/körte ‘emperor pear’) and syntagms (árpával 
érő/körte ‘pear ripening with barley’). Finally, the occurrence of “fruit names” as initial constituents (báling/alma 
‘báling apple, an apple variety’) is relatively rare in the time period under consideration. Proper name derivatives 
(ölyvedi/cseresznye ‘cherry from Ölyved’) and “fruit names” only appear or become more frequent in names in the 
16th century, whereas the existence of the other categories may be shown to have existed since the beginnings of 
variety naming. 

3.4. A great variety of motivations for name-giving can be expressed in fruit variety names, and revealing 
the motives has not in fact proved a particularly difficult task. Constructing the system of name constituent 
functions posed a more significant problem.  

As regards fruit names, the function of name constituents may be variety-marking (V) (apró/alma ‘small 
apple’), denominative (D) (zelenka/körte ‘zelenka pear’) or expressing a characteristic (C) (kormos/alma ‘sooty 
apple’), while in some names the function is not related to the referent (királyné asszony/körtéje ‘pear of the lady 
queen’). The most frequent, most typical and, at the same time, oldest fruit variety names have a C+V structure, 
and their proportion to the total number of two-constituent names is between 82�85% in the time period under 
consideration. Until the 16th century, names with two constituents characteristically have a C+V structure, and it is 
at this time that names having an initial constituent with a denominative function appear in greater numbers 
(makaria/körte ‘makaria pear’), while D can also occur as head constituent, forming names with a C+D structure 
(kék/mirabolán ‘blue mirabolán, a plum variety’). The importance of names that contain a constituent with a 
reminder function (Entz-féle/rozmaring ‘Entz’s rosemary’) increases in the scientific language of the 19th century, a 
time period outside the scope of my examination.  

In the Middle Ages, denoting one of the central characteristics of the fruit, one that we are able to directly 
experience with our senses such as its colour, size and taste played the most significant role in the naming of fruit 
varieties. Later, with the increase in the number of names, the differentiation of fruit varieties and the development 
of the science of pomology, this name type lost its exclusive role, but this functional-semantic category continued 
to be present in the greatest proportion — between 50% and 70% — in name giving in all of the time periods 
examined. As regards the adjunct in names with several constituents, the three most frequent functional categories 
are the place of origin (sóvári/alma ‘apple from Sóvár’), the colour (sár/szilva ‘yellow plum’) and the time of 
ripening (aratási/körte ‘harvest pear’). 

3.5. The method of the creation of the name is related to its structure, the lexical categories participating in 
its formation, as well as to the function of the name constituents. Only two-constituent names were coined by way 
of syntagmatic formation, while one-constituent names were created through morphemic formation, semantic 
coinage and borrowing. In the case of structural change and external name formation processes, it is always a “fruit 
name” which serves as the basis for the name. As regards loans and calques, we cannot disregard the impact 
language contact exerts on the formation of the fruit name system, which is due partly to the cohabitation of 
neighbouring peoples in the Carpathian Basin, partly to the introduction and spread of new varieties through trade, 
and partly to scientific language. 

The larger group of fruit variety names is that of names of internal formation, that is, those which were 
coined using existing elements in our language (bőrhéjú dinnye ‘leather-rind melon’), while a smaller group is that 
of fruit names borrowed from a foreign language (bonaburuttya < Italian Buona-brutta, Buoni-e-brutti) or formed 
according to foreign language patterns through loan translation (Salzburger körte < German Salzburger Birne). The 
decisive majority of names with internal formation was created through syntagmatic formation from an attributive 
(fontos alma ‘a pound-weighing apple’) or, more rarely, from a possessive construction (Szent Iván barackja ‘St 
Stephen’s peach’), while morphemic formation (telelő ‘wintering’), structural change (besztercei < 
besztercei/szilva ‘of the town of Beszterce’/‘plum’) and semantic coinage (pergament ‘autumn pergament’ > 
pergament ‘the name of an entire pear family’) play a smaller part in name coinage. As evidenced by the data, 
syntagmatic formation seems to be the oldest way of name coinage, while the other categories of origin only appear 
in a significant number from the 16th century on. The importance of loan translations in name coinage increased 
together with that of artificial naming: the first wave of such coinage taking place in the 16th, while the second in 
the 19th century. The increase in the proportion of borrowed names within the name stock correlates with the 
periods of either the flourishing of fruit breeding or the enriching of the fruit stock with foreign cultivars, which 
took place in the period preceding the Turkish occupation, as well as in the 19th century. The historical sources are 



not rich in names coined through structural change or popular etymology (bergamot > pergament): examples for 
these can be found mainly in dialectal sources. 

3.6. In my view, it would be possible to describe other groups of common nouns using methods similar to 
those applied in the present study concerning fruit variety names. The possibility of comparison of different word 
groups could present an opportunity to define some general, or perhaps even specific, characteristics of the name-
giving process. Finally, I trust that – due in part to the interdisciplinary nature of the topic of the dissertation – the 
definition of the group of fruit variety names and the systemic analysis of fruit names may be of help to other 
researchers working in the fields mentioned above.  
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